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Developing a play-anywhere
handheld AR storytelling app
using remote data collection
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London, United Kingdom

Immersive story experiences like immersive theater productions and escape

rooms have grown in popularity in recent years, o�ering the audience a more

active role in the events portrayed. However, many of these activities were

forced to close at the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, arising from restrictions

placed on group activities and travel. This created an opportunity for a story

experience that users could take part in around their local neighborhoods.

Five mobile applications (apps) were developed toward this goal, aiming to

make e�ective use of available local map data, alongside virtual content

overlaid on users’ surroundings through Augmented Reality (AR), to o�er

additional story features not present in the real environment. The first two

apps investigated the feasibility of such an approach, including the remote

field testing of the apps, where participants used their own devices across a

variety of locations. Two follow-up apps further aimed to o�er an improved

user experience, also adopting a more standardized testing procedure, to

better ensure each app was completed in an intended manner by those

participating remotely. Participants rated their experience through immersion

and engagement questionnaire factors that tested for their appropriateness

to rate such experiences, in addition to providing their feedback. A final app

applied the same AR story implementation to a curated site-specific study,

once pandemic restrictions had eased. This combination of remote studies and

subsequent curated study o�ered a reverse methodology to much previous

research in this field, but was found to o�er advantages in corroborating the

results of the remote studies, and also in o�ering new insights to further

improve such an AR story app, that is designed to be used at an outdoor

location of the user’s choosing. Such an app o�ers benefits to those who may

prefer the opportunity to take part in such an activity solo or close to home,

as well as for storytellers to develop an outside story for use at a variety of

locations, making it available to a larger audience, without the challenges and

costs in migrating it to di�erent locations.
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1. Introduction

COVID-19 pandemic restrictions caused major issues

for experiences involving a live audience. This included a

variety of immersive story experiences, that encourage greater

participation in the story’s events, such as through interaction

with actors, props, or through the use of a mediating device,

as the audience navigate around a physical set or public space

(Benford et al., 2009; Kasapakis and Gavalas, 2015). Such

experiences have also demonstrated benefits in the heritage

sector, encouraging new visitors who may not typically choose

to visit a traditional museum (Vayanou et al., 2014; Krzywinska

et al., 2020). Attempting to fill the gap caused by the temporary

closure of such experiences, the current research investigated

whether the sensors present in modern mobile phones could

provide sufficient data about the user and their surrounding

location, to offer them an immersive story that could be

experienced outdoors from almost any choice of starting

location. This follows a precedent to build stories around

available location data or transposing a site-specific narrative

to different locations procedurally. However, constructing a

narrative from a limited database of place information has

struggled to offer a coherent story, given the need to link the

available data together in a natural and meaningful way (Tregel

et al., 2017). Attempts to translate a narrative from one location

to another, have included WeQuest (2011), and LAGATO’s

LeGAL (2019), which aimed to identify equivalent story sites

with either comparable map features, or from available user

reviews (Macvean et al., 2011; Ferreira et al., 2019). Such

methods invariably affected the amount of walking involved,

with each new site commonly also offering its own distinct

atmosphere.

The solution considered by this research set out to avoid

the requirement to find an exact match for each story site

visited, through the use of Augmented Reality (AR). AR is

available through modern high end smartphones and can

overlay virtual content on the camera view of the real world,

visible on the phone’s screen. AR was, therefore, used to enhance

real world locations with virtual content relating to the story.

This form of handheld AR has become more widely known

through the release of Niantic’s PokémonGO (2016), a Location-

Based Game (LBG), where real world Points of Interest (POIs)

provide opportunities to collect in-game items, and catch virtual

creatures (Dunham et al., 2018). Some of the game’s POIs

were identified through the crowdsourcing and peer review of

user submitted suggestions, providing additional information

like safety and accessibility considerations, and contributing to

Niantic’s detailed Portal Network of worldwide map POIs. This

database is not publicly available for use as part of this research

but has allowed Niantic to offer a more coherent user experience

of its games across a variety of locations (Laato et al., 2019).

However, Niantic still introduced changes to their games during

the pandemic, to make some challenges less dependent on

collaboration and walking to each POI, in order to trigger game

events. Some players reported that these changes encouraged a

renewed interest to pick up the games again (Ellis et al., 2020).

Crowdsourced data like that used as part of Niantic’s Portal

Network has been found capable of being of equivalent accuracy

compared to data collected in the lab, as well as providing

data from a wider range of demographics (Manzo et al., 2015).

Used in a game, such data may offer user rewards in terms of

recognition or added personal significance, though care may be

needed when a financial reward is offered for submitting data,

with risks some users might try to obtain it with minimal effort

(Detering, 2014).

An analysis of previous AR studies suggests the majority

are lab-based or curated field studies, commonly collecting data

on task completion, and/or subjectively rating an experience

through appropriate questionnaires or user feedback (Dey et al.,

2018). However, in a location-based experience intended for

use at a variety of locations, there is also the viewpoint that

only testing in a single controlled environment would miss

the unpredictable elements that are often central to such an

experience, and may only become evident during in the wild

testing. Partially influenced by ongoing pandemic restrictions,

a method of remote field testing was ultimately adopted with

four out of five of the mobile applications created, subsequently

referred to as apps, with participants downloading and testing

each app on a personal device. A Design Research Method

was adopted to carry out this research, that aims to improve

both design and research practices concurrently, and has

been adapted from the field of education to video games,

through iterative rounds of design, implementation, analysis,

and redesign (Blessing et al., 2009; Viudes-Carbonell et al.,

2021). In the wild testing has been found to pose additional

challenges in this regard, due to the risks of missing important

information, where questionnaires and feedback provide the

primary measures of data collection (Ducasse et al., 2020;

Lehman et al., 2020). Remote studies also risk potential hardware

variations, as well the feedback covering a wide range of

themes, that can risk influencing the research on tangential paths

(Ratcliffe et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2021).

Five different app designs were ultimately tested, each

offering its own unique story experience relating to the

features each app was investigating, which followed the results

collected with the previous version. The testing procedure was

simultaneously updated for each app, following a discussion in

associated literature around the current lack of tools and study

processes in AR research, that lags behind those for Virtual

Reality (VR) (Kim et al., 2018). A detailed analysis of the user

feedback to each app tested, therefore, played an important role

in corroborating or following up any contradictions observed

with the questionnaire responses received. The first two apps

offered a preliminary examination of using handheld AR and

location data to tell an immersive story, while testing a variety

of existing questionnaire factors for their appropriateness. These
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first apps highlighted a wariness from some users in taking

part in an outside activity during the pandemic, and the need

to implement additional features to ensure data was only kept

from those who had completed each study as intended. Two

follow-up apps aimed to adopt a more standardized testing

procedure, while also focusing more on particular aspects of

the AR implementation, to compare how these affected users’

engagement and immersion in each story. A fifth and final

app reapplied the lessons learned to a new story as part of

a curated site-specific study, once pandemic restrictions had

eased. In this user study, all participants took part at the same

location with a moderator present beforehand, and the majority

adopted to use a single device. The results from this curated

study largely agreed with the data collected from the earlier

remote studies, while suggesting some potential benefits to such

a reverse methodology, where a curated study is conducted later

in the design process. The ability to observe participants using

the app during the curated study also offered new directions

for improving the user experience, many of these ideas having

counterparts as part of a non site-specific experience.

2. Literature review

The current research follows an investigation into previous

work around real world stories and LBGs, including those using

AR, which here played a significant role in providing virtual

content to bring users’ surroundings closer in line with the

story events. A discussion of measuring user immersion and

engagement with such experiences is also presented here, with

some associated questionnaires from related fields presented,

which were ultimately adopted in testing the five apps that were

developed as part of this research.

2.1. Pervasive games and AR experiences

The current research ultimately sets out to blend the

proposed story world with the user’s physical environment.

This closely relates to the field of pervasive games and AR

experiences, which aim to offer and blend appropriate content

alongside the user’s current surroundings and activity (Grubert

et al., 2017). LBGs are one such example, where gameplay relates

to players’ real world location and movement, often detected

using a suitable device (de Lange, 2009; Leorke, 2018). Such

experiences commonly encourage users to attach new meanings

to their surroundings, creating ambiguity that may give rise

to Reid’s magic moments, such that the fictional events are

perceived to mirror those in the real world (Reid et al., 2005;

Dansey, 2008). Such moments have been associated with a

temporary increased sense of immersion, though tend to rely

on a detailed knowledge of the user’s location to deliver them

effectively (Reid, 2008). Adopting a new technology like AR also

requires sufficient on-boarding, to overcome its unfamiliarity

and novelty, in order for users to then be more open to a deeper

experience (Papagiannis, 2017). Earlier studies have offered

guidelines for such experiences, connected to both pragmatic

and aesthetic considerations, both to maximize users’ ease of

navigation, as well as to ensure the physical location supports

users in feeling part of the unfolding events (Packer et al.,

2017). Taking part in public offers additional challenges through

possible distractions, and self-consciousness around the existing

behavior each user considers appropriate for the space, tied to

Goffman’s notion of frames (Goffman, 1986; Montola, 2011).

This contributes to the short, moderately easy tasks commonly

adopted in such experiences, with a mediating technology like

a mobile phone also proving uncomfortable to hold for long

periods (Korhonen et al., 2008).

Such games and story experiences often incorporate a variety

of different elements, leading to challenges in studying them

in relation to what factors proved most significant. Murray

suggested that any new storytelling mediummust offer a balance

of agency, immersion, and transformation (Murray, 1998). The

current research does vary some aspects of user agency, but to

simplify the experiences offered, each app tended to adopt a

single often linear narrative. There is evidence that as long as

a story continues in its original context while offering curiosity

and suspense, an audience can be willing to suspend their

disbelief, even when adopting a more passive role, this being

tied to adults’ desire for immersion (Brooks, 2003; Tanenbaum

and Tanenbaum, 2009). Here, definitions of immersionmay vary

according to the quality of the multi-sensory experience offered,

or in terms of users generating meaning from an experience,

as they actively apply their imagination as to how the events

may play out. This may relate to the story, its theme, the

rules of an experience, or an opportunity for role-playing, with

outstanding questions around the use of virtual elements, such

as whether they act primarily as props in this regard, similar

to the choice of words in a literary story (Deterding, 2016;

McDonnell and Wildman, 2019). Such pervasive stories have

the potential to also offer various interaction opportunities,

borrowing elements from both video games, where on-screen

tasks and exploration help an emergent narrative to form in

the mind of the player, as well as immersive theater, where

using multiple senses can aid understanding (Qin et al., 2009;

Machon, 2011). Several heritage projects have demonstrated

benefits from offering technology mediated experiences. This

parallels a growing trend to have stories offered in an original

way such as using AR, rather than just recounting the history

of a space (Ballagas et al., 2007; Bryon, 2012). Mobile phones

also offer additional opportunities due to them being widely

available and more comfortable than current AR headsets, with

new sensors such as Lidar and depth cameras offer further

tools to identify users’ surroundings or offer the potential for

more embodied methods of interaction (Baker, 2017; Du et al.,

2020).
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2.2. Measuring users’ immersion and
engagement

Pervasive AR experiences and LBGs typically incorporate

features that are hard to capture in questionnaires designed

for other mediums, due to the real world not being tailored

specifically for them, unlike a typical video game environment

(Denisova et al., 2016). The Pervasive GameFlowModel suggests

that the criteria that typically give rise to Csíkszentmihályi’s

optimal flow state, are unlikely to all be met simultaneously

in a pervasive game. This occurs, e.g., because a player will

always need to focus some attention on their surroundings when

navigating, in order to maintain their safety (Jegers and Wiberg,

2006). A model appropriate to such experiences may be seen

in Benford’s trajectories model for mixed reality experiences,

which considers how all the real and virtual elements contribute

to a user’s unique path through the experience, that will

inevitably deviate from the designer’s intended route (Benford

et al., 2009). Collecting sufficient data as part of a remotely

conducted study to improve the user experience is challenging.

Questionnaires offer a common method of data collection for

such studies, though they are subjective and risk interrupting

users’ immersion, or rely on memory if completed later (Schirm

et al., 2019). Various validated questionnaires also highlight the

lack of agreed definitions for engagement and immersion as

applied to different systems. Slater suggests immersion should

focus on the extent to which a system offers sense modalities that

support the proposed environment, while presence should refer

to the subjective quality by which a user then feels part of that

world (Slater, 1999). This differs slightly from Brown and Cairns’

model, which considers three increasing levels of immersion,

each related to the removal of successive barriers, culminating

in the highest level of total immersion associated with a sense of

both presence and flow (Brown and Cairns, 2004). This model

has been validated for use in AR through the Augmented Reality

Immersion (ARI) questionnaire (Georgiou and Kyza, 2017).

An attempt to quantify user experience across various

mixed reality systems, can be found in the ITC-Sense of

Presence Inventory (ITC-SOPI) from Goldsmiths University,

which identifies four sub-scales in terms of users’ sense

of physical space, engagement, the environment’s perceived

realness, and any negative effects experienced (Lessiter et al.,

2001). The degree to which a user feels transported to a

proposed location through a system has also been related to

the concept of telepresence, extending from earlier research

into telecommunication systems. This forms the basis of the

Temple Presence Inventory (TPI) (Lombard et al., 2009).

Related research around telling stories in new mediums has

also been associated with users’ level of transportation to the

story world. Transportation extends from literary narratives,

being related to becoming less aware of one’s surroundings,

and engaging in active thought about how the events might

transpire. Questionnaires in this area applied to literary or

video narratives include the Narrative Transportation Scale

(NTS), and Story World Absorption (SWA) scale (Green and

Brock, 2000; Kuijpers et al., 2014). In pervasive games and AR

experiences, immersion has been considered separately in terms

of perceptual and psychological immersion (Mcmahan, 2003).

Perceptual immersion may vary according to the degree that

a user’s environment matches that described, found to vary in

the study of iLand (2012), where participants watched a video

narrative at either a matching or unrelated location (Karapanos

et al., 2012). Psychological immersion occurs through a willing

desire to be mentally absorbed in events, and so may vary

between different people. Identifying relevant player types to

offer a more personalized experience has been a significant area

of video game research. Tools in this regard include the OCEAN

Big-5 Personality Framework, which rates five key personality

factors (John and Srivastava, 1999). In VR, a relationship was

observed between a user’s sense of presence in the VR world,

and their immersive tendency, as measured with the Immersive

Tendencies Questionnaire (ITQ) (Witmer and Singer, 1998).

Sections of the various questionnaires described form part of the

testing process in the current research, with these quantitative

measures compared against users’ feedback, to offer evidence

for their appropriateness in relation to such a handheld AR

experience.

3. Method

Table 1 offers a breakdown of the features of the five mobile

applications developed and tested as part of this research, which

are subsequently referred to as apps 1© to 5©. All five apps

were created in the Unity game engine and made available

to download for both iOS and Android handsets, capable of

supporting AR through the camera (except app 3© which was

only released for iOS phones containing a depth camera).

AR functionality was implemented through the ARFoundation

plugin, which includes the SLAM tracking of any virtual objects

placed relative to the real world environment (Klein andMurray,

2009). Each of the five apps was created with a new story,

features, andmodified testing procedure, according to the results

and participant feedback on the previous version. A summary

of this development process across the five apps is presented in

Section 4, through the main results collected from the study with

each app. Table 1 also demonstrates how most of the apps were

tested in multiple versions as part of a mixed methods study

design, with the different versions enabling a direct comparison

of particular features. Each app underwent a period of pilot

testing, with participants using the apps at their own choice of

a location similar to the final user studies. This pilot testing

resulted in various modifications being made to each app before

it was launched. Questionnaire data and feedback provided at

various points within each app were uploaded directly to a

Google Form on the app’s completion.
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TABLE 1 Summary of all five apps relating to this research and their respective features.

Original app name and version reference code number

App design feature
Map Story 1 Map Story 2 Home Story Map Story 3 Map Story 4

1© 2a© 2b© 3a© 3b© 4a© 4b© 4c© 5©

Remote study X X X X X X X X

Recruitment

Mailing lists X X X X X X X X X

Social media X X X X X X X X

Prolific X X X X X X X

Device

User’s Android device X X X X X X X

User’s iOS device X X X X X X X X X

Curated iOS device X

Location adaptive X X X X X X X

Map API
Mapbox X X X X X X X

Google Places X X X X X X

Radius of local search area /metres 500 250 250 250 250 250

Walking between sites X X X X X

Virtual background X X X

AR tasks
Imagination X X X X X X X X X

Interaction X X X X X X X

Gesture interaction X X

Audio

Sound effects X X X X X X X X X

Text to speech X X X X X X X X

Recorded X X X X

On-boarding

Instructions X X X X X X X X X

Initial story chapter X X X X X X

Face to face X

Pre-

NEO-FFI-3 Big-5 Extroversion,

questionnaires

Personality Inventory openness (2/5)

Immersive tendency All 3 factors Becoming involved All 3 factors
All 3 factors

Questionnaire (ITQ) in an activity (1/3)

ITC sense of presence All 4 pre-

Inventory (ITC-SOPI) questions

Post-

Augmented reality
All 6 factors

Usability
All 6 factors All 6 factors All 6 factors

questionnaires

Immersion (ARI) (1/6)

Temple presence Mental im-

Inventory (TPI) mersion (1/8)

Story world absorption
Transportation,

Questionnaire (SWA)
emotional eng-

agement (2/4)

ITC sense of presence Engagement

Inventory (ITC-SOPI) (1/4)

Narrative transportation
All 3 factors All 3 factors

Scale (NTS)

The table assigns each app version a code descriptor that is adopted throughout the rest of this paper. The table also lists the existing questionnaires that were tested alongside each app,

indicating the factors used when only a subset of the existing questionnaire’s factors was adopted. In addition, a series of bespoke questions appropriate to each app was also used as part of

the pre and post questionnaires, as well as after each story site (or virtual object interaction).
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The five apps tested can be best considered in three different

groupings. The first two apps offered largely preliminary studies,

also investigating the use of a remote testing procedure. This

included investigating the general feasibility of the research

direction to use AR alongside location data, to provide an

immersive story experience suitable for most outdoor locations

through accessible map data. Prior research has identified the

lack of questionnaires specifically designed for pervasive games

and AR stories. As part of these preliminary studies, a variety

of questionnaire factors were employed to investigate their

applicability to such an experience. Adopting only a subset of

a questionnaire’s factors obviously does not provide a complete

picture in respect of how the questionnaire was validated.

In some cases, this decision was taken because the questions

present in the other factors would not make logical sense when

applied to an experience set in the real world. In other cases,

the questionnaire stated that an appropriate subset of its factors

could be used according to the system being tested, with a subset

of factors also sometimes adopted purely as a first test of the

questionnaire’s suitability. Pilot testing also revealed issues in

completing too lengthy a questionnaire in a public space due to

the distractions posed for participants. Apps 3© and 4© aimed

to offer a more standardized testing procedure, re-using the

same questionnaires to directly compare users’ ratings across

the subsequent apps, which were again tested remotely while

the pandemic restrictions continued. App 5© differed by offering

a site-specific story, where participants met a researcher before

starting, and also largely used a single mobile device. This user

study collected the same complete questionnaire responses and

user feedback within the app as in the previous app 4© while

providing the additional opportunity to observe participants

using the app, as well as speaking to all users on its completion

to gather additional feedback. The questionnaire factors adopted

with each app’s study are presented in Table 1.

3.1. Participant recruitment

The methods of participant recruited varied across each user

study, with a breakdown of the participant demographics whose

data was retained shown in Table 2. App 1© was initially made

available for download through internal university mailing lists,

this invitation extended to social media groups in the United

Kingdom (UK), where users expressed an interest in immersive

storytelling. Successful data collection with app 1© was made

more challenging by a variety of factors, including some users’

hesitation in taking part in an outside activity during the

pandemic, and issues with the app itself that are expanded upon

in Section 4. To further encourage participation, all subsequent

studies offered a financial reward for completing each app.

The funds available limited the total number of apps that

were ultimately created, as well as the number of participants

testing each version, aiming for around 30 users, removing data

points that showed evidence of instructions not being followed

correctly, or through evidence of data straight lining. Apps 2© -

4© were also made available on the public study recruitment site,

Prolific, for participants in the UK. As discussed in relation to

the results for each study, Prolific proved beneficial in making

each app available to a wide range of demographics, though

also introduced some issues in making sure that those who took

part had correctly followed the instructions associated with each

study. Due to its anonymity, data from participants recruited

on Prolific was primarily collected through each app, though

some participants were contacted through the site’s anonymous

messaging service to clarify particular observations. Participants

recruited through other recruitment channels were invited after

completing an app, to take part in an optional semi-structured

interview specific to the app, to provide additional details

regarding their experience. Feedback collected both through the

app and in post interviews was later combined, and thematic

coding was applied according to Braun and Clarke’s method

(Braun and Clarke, 2006). This identified common themes,

that were compared against the quantitative findings from the

questionnaires, to inform the direction taken in subsequent

apps, and to improve the testing procedure.

4. Results

This section presents an overview of the user study

conducted with each of the five apps, including how the

significant results and feedback collected, led to a modification

of the testing procedure and direction taken in the design of

the subsequent app. For brevity, each app summary presents

these results without a detailed breakdown of the statistical tests

that were performed on the questionnaire responses. Such an

analysis is only presented in terms of a comparison between

the data collected from app 4a©, the final remotely tested version

incorporating an outdoor walk at a user’s selected locations, and

the curated site-specific app 5©, where all participants took part

at the same place.

4.1. Preliminary user studies

4.1.1. App 1©

This app and user study offered the first attempt at

remotely testing a story combining AR and local map data,

that participants could download and use at their choice of

outdoor location. The Mapbox API was used to search for six

sites commonly found around urban areas, such as a public

house and a church, looking within 500 m of the user’s location.

These formed the story sites that users would be required to visit

in order to locate lost diary pages (displayed virtually through

AR), relating to the main story character’s disappearance. In
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TABLE 2 Demographics of participants whose data were retained after they completed a version of each app.

Participant count with each app version

1© 2a© 2b© 3a© 3b© 4a© 4b© 4c© 5©

Gender

Male 15 13 17 12 13 9 10 7 16

Female 6 14 12 14 18 21 19 21 19

Other 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0

Age

18–29 9 16 8 19 27 16 22 16 33

30–39 8 8 16 5 1 9 5 12 2

40+ 6 4 6 3 3 5 3 1 0

Previous Limited 17 20 25 20 26 26 25 25 26

AR experience Significant 6 8 5 7 5 4 5 4 9

Recruitment
University mailing lists 15 10 8 7 6 9 8 6 35

channel
Social media 8 2 3 4 3 2 2 1 0

Prolific website 0 16 19 16 22 19 20 22 0

Number of participants 23 28 30 27 31 30 30 29 35

The table also demonstrates the number of participants recruited from each recruitment channel.

cases where one of the six sites could not be identified close-

by based on local map data, a location was selected where

users would instead overlay a virtual model of the missing

feature on top of the location using AR. These replacement

locations were selected based on their size and the land use

metadata. In this way, most users would visit a mixture of

physical and augmented locations in order to uncover more of

the story, with these stages of gameplay shown in Figure 1. In

this way, the app offered a single version, with users answering

a series of bespoke questions regarding how successful each of

the six real or augmented locations visited was at maintaining

their engagement in the story. Users also completed the full

Augmented Reality Immersion (ARI) questionnaire on the app’s

completion, providing a measure of their immersion with the

AR experience.

App 1© suffered from a small conversion rate of app

downloads to those who successfully completed the app. In

some cases, this came down to some users’ unfamiliarity with

taking part in academic studies, such that they were put off

by the difference in quality between the app and commercially

available apps, as well as the request to answer questions relating

to their experience while taking part. Additionally, app 1©

suffered from the selected Mapbox API offering limited map

data in some areas, increasing the walking distance for those

participants, based on the local sites identified. This led to

several users who started the app choosing not to finish it. The

Mapbox API had been selected based on an earlier analysis of

different map APIs’ benefits, with Mapbox offering a higher

number of free API calls per month, various free customization

tools, and real-time navigation features. Based on the pre-

questionnaire data collected from all users who downloaded the

app without necessarily completing it, there was a wider range of

demographics compared to those recruited just using university

mailing lists, highlighting a potential key benefit of conducting

such a study remotely. The pre-questionnaire data also suggested

no evidence of a relationship between users’ Big-5 personality

scores and their immersion rated by the ARI questionnaire,

though only two of the personality factors were adopted here in

terms of users’ levels of extroversion and openness, as part of an

exploratory investigation. Several users also expressed a desire

that their answers to these personality themed questions would

have fed back into the events of the story, to personalize it in

some way.

The real buildings (pubs, churches, etc...) visited scored

higher across a number of the questions answered at each story

site visited when compared to those that were alternatively

augmented with a virtual model of the missing feature. This

included ratings for usability, as well as users’ ease of imagining

the story events unfolding at the location. However, users’

attention to the story was rated significantly higher when they

visited the augmented locations, with feedback suggesting that

AR had the potential to offer a new type of experience around

locations the user already knew well. AR also proved successful

in the use of overlays to let users know they were at the correct

location, which offered a sense of comfort rather than limiting

the belief that was actually part of the story world. However,
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FIGURE 1

App 1© gameplay where users visited real world locations marked on a local map, some of which were augmented with a large virtual model of a

missing real world feature (A). At each location, the user was required to locate a hidden diary page (B), in order to uncover new story details (C).

the use of large virtual models created challenges for users to

overlay them on their surroundings without occlusion issues,

also requiring users to stand further back to see and place

them on the small field of view offered by a phone screen.

This also limited the potential for interaction opportunities

with the virtual objects that several users requested in their

feedback. The ARI questionnaire rated users’ experience in terms

of Brown and Cairns’ three increasing levels of immersion

in form of engagement, engrossment, and total immersion.

Each successive level was found to be scored significantly

lower across all participants, highlighting the significant barriers

to immersion in this initial app design. Feedback suggested

immersion only occurred significantly in brief moments of

synchronicity, where events mentioned in the story or audio

delivered while walking, were closely aligned with observed

events in their surroundings, paralleling Reid’s magic moments

(Reid et al., 2005).

While the story was designed to continue automatically,

based on identifying the user had arrived at the next story

site through their GPS location, an option to trigger the

story to continue manually was found to be necessary during

pilot testing, in case the target location was inaccessible, or

somewhere the user did not feel safe going. Unfortunately, this

led to some participants using this feature at every site visited,

making it difficult to verify that they had actually engaged

in an outdoor walk, with their data subsequently removed if

they had used this feature more than twice. The design of

the study with app 1© also made it challenging to directly

compare different users’ experiences since most users had visited

a mixture of both physical and augmented locations. Such

observations led to subsequent apps adopting between subject

conditions, randomly assigning users to one or more versions of

the app, to directly compare the differences in their experience.

An overall mixed methods design enabled additional features

present in the various versions to also be examined through

within subject tests.

4.1.2. App 2©

This app again offered a preliminary examination of the

research direction, given the range of issues identified with app

1©, based on the app’s varying performance at different starting

locations. In this latest app, the Mapbox API was retained for

its map and real-time navigation features, but six story sites

were now identified using themore extensive Google Places API,

now searching for local places of significance based on a variety

of criteria, rather than searching for specific map features like

particular buildings. This allowed the radius of the search area

to be reduced from 500 to 250 m around the user’s starting

position, and the app to still detect enough suitable sites in all

but the most remote locations. App 2© also adopted smaller

virtual models for users to overlay on their surroundings at each

location visited, with the models placed in a set order as the user

progressed through the story, tied to uncovering a lost memory.
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FIGURE 2

App 2© gameplay where users were guided to walk to locations identified on a local map, and overlay virtual objects there using AR, at similar

positions to those described in the story. In version 2a©, users would then be asked to imagine the story events playing out at each augmented

location, whilst those in version 2b© were asked to interact with the virtual objects to carry out the same events through their phones.

The app also offered improved tools for accurately positioning

each object, with users reporting particularly enjoying this aspect

of overlaying each virtual object on their surroundings, to

accurately match the object’s description described in the story

audio or on-screen text.

As part of the user study with the new app, participants

were randomly assigned to one of two different versions,

differing in terms of the way users interacted with the AR

scenes they generated, by placing virtual content on their

surroundings at each site visited. In version 2a©, the AR scenes

acted purely as props to guide the user’s imagination, with

an audio track guiding them through the story events as they

unfolded. In version 2b©, users were required to interact with

the virtual objects through their phones, actively carrying out

the same series of events described in version 2a©. This followed

feedback to app 1©, where some users had expressed a desire to

interact with each object, though with questions about whether

this would lead to greater immersion in the story. Example

gameplay from both versions of the app is shown in Figure 2. A

further within-subjects aspect of the study investigated whether

participants demonstrated a preference for when the name of the

real world location where users placed objects (taken from the

map API) was covertly incorporated into the story text. Whether

consciously recognizing the use of local place names or not, users

expressed a significant preference for these particular sections

of the story in both versions of the app that referenced their

location, though questions remain whether this might offer a

novelty factor that would diminish over successive apps reusing

the same mechanic.

Highlighting its role as an exploratory study, the user

study with app 2© adopted a range of sub-factors from

questionnaires in related fields, to rate users’ experience in

each version of the app. The factors used further highlighted

the varying definitions used for particular terms, e.g., the

engagement factor of the Temple Presence Inventory (TPI),

differing from engagement as Brown and Cairns’ lowest level of

immersion in the ARI questionnaire, the former more closely

associated with a sense of presence (the ARI’s highest level of

immersion). The questionnaires adopted ultimately proved to be

less insightful than the full ARI adopted in app 1©, where the

gradated scale of three increasing immersion levels suggested

how successful the app had been at eliminating barriers to

deeper immersion. However, app 2© did demonstrate a benefit

in adopting a questionnaire factor relating to user’s engagement

in the story in the form of the Story World Absorption (SWA)

questionnaire, rather than purely focusing on immersion related
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to the way it was delivered through the handheld AR medium,

measured with the ARI questionnaire. In terms of the four post

questionnaire factors adopted, the two versions of app 2© did

not score significantly differently, tied to the AR scenes offering

stationary props, or interactive objects. However, questions

remain whether this would have differed if users were aware

of the other interaction opportunity, such that this could be a

potential first-trial effect. Differences between the two versions

of the app were observed in the greater variation of scores in the

SWA emotional engagement factor in version 2a©, with feedback

and users’ willingness to continue after each site visited also

suggesting some users experienced a deeper experience in this

version that prioritized the use of their imagination. However,

others found this approach more challenging and said they

preferred the more clearly defined interactions of version 2b©.

As part of the study, the Immersive Tendency Questionnaire

(ITQ) was adopted as an alternative to the questionnaire factors

previously taken from the Big-5 Personality Inventory. However,

no relationship was observed with respect to any of the post-

questionnaire factors used to rate participants’ immersion using

the app.

Feedback to app 2© suggested the reduced walking between

the story sites and easier to place virtual models, had offered a

more immersive experience than app 1©. However, not adopting

the same questionnaires, meant the ratings for the two apps

could not be compared directly. Significant areas for further

improvement were still suggested in the perceived lack of reward

from having walked to each location, with some users suggesting

they would have walked further to reach a local site of greater

significance, this was limited by the 250 m radius boundary

adopted for this app. Users also expressed a desire that such

an experience should finish close to where it started, as well as

feeling the use of Text To Speech (TTS) software (here necessary

to incorporate local place names into the story script audio in

real time) often took them out of the experience. To encourage

a greater number of users to participate, a financial reward was

offered in addition to listing the study on Prolific. Pilot testing

revealed that it was necessary to include checks to prevent users

from completing the app without engaging in an outdoor walk to

the sites suggested. This involved limiting the feature to trigger

the story to continue manually (rather than according to the

user’s GPS position) to amaximum of two uses. This still allowed

for unexpected accessibility issues, such as the displayedmap not

being up to date, while still not collecting users’ exact GPS path

taken, which would have presented a privacy issue.

4.2. Follow-up user studies

4.2.1. App 3©

The first two apps suggested some users enjoyed the use

of AR to tell a story set around their local neighborhood,

supporting the research direction taken, though with

outstanding issues around the most effective way to implement

AR as part of an engaging story. This led to the next app

prioritizing a focus on different opportunities for interaction

with the virtual content and temporarily setting aside the use of

local map data. App 3© also aimed to offer a more standardized

testing procedure by re-introducing the ARI questionnaire

used alongside app 1©, while comparing it to the ITC-Sense

Of Presence Inventory (ITC-SOPI) that aims to measure users’

quality of experience in terms of the presence experienced. With

these aims, app 3© offered a home experience that used Unity’s

ARFoundation tools, to overlay a single virtual environment

registered to the user’s surroundings using SLAM tracking.

They could navigate around the space through their physical

movement, interacting with it using their phones, this now

being more of a handheld VR experience. The story involved the

user attempting to find a way out of a locked room and discover

how they got there. Two versions of the app offered varying user

agency, with version 3a© offering a linear guided experience with

the various objects in the room, and version 3b© letting users pick

which object to interact with next. Offering increased agency

aimed to offer a greater reward that some users felt was lacking

in the previous apps. Each virtual object in the room would

also offer interaction in one of three ways as shown in Figure 3,

to further investigate how these affected users’ immersion in

the story. Alongside the virtual objects acting purely as props,

and the touchscreen interactions offered in app 2b©, natural

hand gesture interactions were also offered, this feature limiting

participants taking part to those with an iOS phone containing a

depth camera.

This phone requirement was made clear in the recruitment

instructions, but pilot testing of the app revealed some users

still attempted to download the app and take part without a

suitable device, particularly those taking part through Prolific.

The app was subsequently modified to record the model of

iPhone used to prevent this issue from occurring, though

based on contacting some of these individuals, it highlighted

some users attempts to take part in a study that sounded

interesting without fully reading the instructions, particularly

when a financial reward was offered. This also highlighted

a lack of features when creating a new study on Prolific’s

editor, to prevent users from continuing that did not satisfy

the requirements. The app also suffered the inability to

check that users attempted to place the virtual environment

somewhere of sufficient size and with limited clutter, which

may otherwise have affected their experience. Based on previous

feedback that answering excess questions at each story site

inadvertently affected users’ immersion in the ongoing story,

app 3© limited these questions to just each object interacted

with in terms of its enjoyability and ease of use, as well

as rating users’ desire to continue the story, which has

been suggested as a key indication of their enjoyment in

related narrative video game research (Schoenau-Fog et al.,

2013).
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FIGURE 3

App 3© gameplay where users were asked to overlay a virtual environment in their homes in a suitably sized space using AR SLAM technology

(A). The virtual room contained a variety of objects to interact with in three di�erent ways, either asking users to imagine the events described

(B), interacting with the objects on the phone’s touchscreen (C), or detecting their free hand movement (D). The app was also released in two

di�erent versions, 3a© and 3b©, varying the agency a�orded to users.

Comparing the two versions of the app that varied the level

of agency offered, the lack of agency in version 3a© was reported

as frustration for users who wanted to pick the next object to

interact with, having theorized a connection between particular

objects in the room. However, version 3b© highlighted the need

to keep such choices relatively simple, with some users reporting

feeling stuck when they were required to interact with the objects

in a particular order, even when clues appeared on a TV screen

in the virtual room to help them. Feedback to the two versions

appeared to demonstrate that a reduced cognitive load from

having to decide what object to interact with next, did lead

to more thoughts about the story and how different objects

connected. Ultimately there was not a significant difference

between the two versions according to users’ ratings through the

ARI and ITC-SOPI factors completed on reaching the end of

the app. One significant variation observed was in terms of the

different types of interaction possible with each object, whether

with the objects acting as stationary props, interacting with them

through the touchscreen, or a gesture based interaction. The

most common theme of feedback left related to the gesture

hand detection interactions, which users felt were enjoyable

but had significant usability issues. Conversely, being asked to

imagine the events was rated least popular, now that users were

aware they could be interacting with the objects, supporting

the first-trial effect why this perhaps did not prove an issue in

app 2a©. This also highlights both a potential novelty and on-

boarding issue with the free hand interactions which is why they

were not pursued in later studies, despite offering the potential

for a more embodied and immersive experience. Despite the

first chapter of the story being set aside for on-boarding of

the different interaction opportunities, the unfamiliarity of the

gesture controls required greater on-boarding for several users

who took part, this requirement varying according to the

particular user and so challenging to implement as part of a

remote study.

Readopting the ARI questionnaire for app 3© demonstrated

that the Brown and Cairns immersion levels of engrossment

and total immersion were rated significantly higher for this
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latest app than app 1©, which also used the ARI. However,

each successive immersion level was still scored significantly

lower in app 3©, raising about questions whether the highest

level associated with presence and flow could be significantly

achieved in such an experience, where the user is required to split

their attention between the virtual world while also navigating

obstacles in the real world. Subsequent apps would be required

to investigate whether the improved immersion experienced by

users, was primarily related to taking part without engaging

in a walk so reducing some feelings of self-consciousness, the

primarily virtual story world, or the variety of interactions

now offered with the virtual content. Adopting the ITC-SOPI

engagement factor once again demonstrated this measure as

closely replicating the measure of presence also measured in the

ARI, and differing from the ARI definition of engagement. The

factors of the ITC-SOPI not adopted here like perceived realness

of the environment and sense of physical space, further suggest

the questionnaire is more appropriate to the study of head-

mounted VR worlds, where the user’s sense of presence may be

seen as the most significant factor. This further supported the

ongoing use of the ARI questionnaire supported by appropriate

questions related to users’ story engagement, to cover both these

aspects of the user experience. The tendency to get an involved

factor of the ITQwas also re-tested as part of this latest study and

showed evidence of correlating with some of the ARI factors.

Further study is required to investigate if the ITQ also shows

some relationship with a walking AR experience, given that app

3© offered something more akin to a handheld VR experience,

with the ITQ having been validated for VR in relation to a user’s

sense of presence experienced (Witmer and Singer, 1998).

4.2.2. App 4©

App 4© aimed to incorporate some of the features that led to

a more immersive experience in the previous app, such as more

complex AR scenes that combined a variety of virtual objects to

encourage active imagination, whilst also linking more closely

with later scenes, and offering a variety of different interaction

opportunities. The latest app continued the path taken by app

3© in terms of a story that could be experienced from home,

in addition to comparing this with a version involving walking

outdoors to identified sites based on the local map information.

Three different versions of the app were ultimately tested, where

the user took on the role of an investigator trying to solve a local

murder. In version 4a©, users selected from the story sites marked

on a local map to physically walk to. Versions 4b© and 4c© adopted

the same local map, but users took part from a suitably sized

space in their home or garden, instead directing a computer

controlled agent to traverse the map to the map location they

selected. In version 4b© users overlaid virtual objects on top of

their home surroundings through AR, investigating whether the

disconnect between the virtual objects and users’ surroundings

significantly affected their immersion. Version 4c© offered the

addition of a virtual background to overlay the virtual items

against, the background displaying a photographic panorama of

the local real world site taken from the Google StreetView API.

Gameplay in the three different versions is shown in Figure 4.

Alongside a variety of interactions with each virtual object

placed, in order to investigate users’ preferences, users built up

a personalized clue board as they progressed through the story,

including any photos they took, alongside the names of the real

world places where clues were discovered. Similar to app 2©,

the Mapbox API was used to display a local map and suggested

walking route for the user or virtual agent to follow, with the

Google Places APIs used to identify the local sites, sometimes

fine tuning the selected story site locations, such as through

Google’s Nearest Road API when an object was found on the

street as part of the story.

In addition to the ARI questionnaire, app 4© adopted the

full Narrative Transportation scale (NTS), to offer a measure

of users’ transportation to the story world whilst taking part

(Green and Brock, 2000). This questionnaire has previously

been applied to location-based video narratives (Karapanos

et al., 2012), and was found to be more appropriate to apply

in its entirety without significant modifications, compared to

the SWA questionnaire. However, Table 3 demonstrates that

the NTS factor relating to story immersion recorded a low

internal consistency score according to Cronbach’s alpha. This

can be understood in terms of the questions comprising this

questionnaire factor, which suggest story immersion comes

from becoming less aware of one’s surroundings, which makes

sense in the case of a literary story, but will not be the

case in such a handheld AR experience. The walking version

of the new app, 4a© was found to offer significantly higher

immersion than both the home versions, across the majority

of the NTS and ARI factors collected. User feedback suggested

a benefit came from witnessing public activity, as they walked

between the different story sites. This better supported users’

immersion, as well as offering greater opportunities for magic

moments and positioning each virtual object in an appropriate

location, which could not easily be achieved in versions 4b©

and 4c©. Both home versions rated similarly according to the

post questionnaire factors, with the still backgrounds offered in

version 4c© commonly not even being recognized as locations

close-by the user. Additionally, users’ immersion was affected

by the photos’ low resolution and blurred details to protect the

privacy of those captured in them, with it also proving difficult

to accurately align the 3D models against the static images,

compared to the physical locations in version 4a©.

In all versions of app 4©, the more interactive tasks with the

virtual content proved most popular, providing further evidence

that when users are aware of the opportunity for interacting

with the virtual elements, they will choose this option over the

AR scenes just acting as props to guide their imagination. The

ITQ was adopted as part of this latest study and once again

showed evidence of a relationship with the three immersion
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FIGURE 4

App 4© gameplay was tested in three versions. Users walked outdoors to nearby locations where they placed and interacted with AR scenes in

version 4a©. Alternatively, a virtual agent moved around the map in their place, with version 4b© asking users to overlay the virtual items against

their fixed home or garden surroundings, while version 4c© o�ered virtual backgrounds of each map location to overlay the virtual items against,

taken from Google StreetView.

levels of the ARI, with a similar correlation also found between

the ARI levels and users’ rated enjoyment of walking. However,

this result was partly affected by the limited number of users

who reported not enjoying walking that took part in version

4a©, though this did support the idea that such users are less

likely to complete such an experience if they do not enjoy

walking for recreation. As an alternative for such users, the

mobile VR experience of app 3© would potentially appeal

more, given the barriers posed to immersion in versions 4b©

and 4c©, where the users’ surroundings did not support the

virtual objects placed as part of a handheld AR experience.

Alternatively, further research may look at selecting closer story

sites from the map if such users are identified, though this

will inevitably vary the amount of story content required when

users are walking between locations. In this respect, app 4© used

voice recordings rather than TTS audio to deliver a hands free

version of the story text, which potentially also resulted in an

additional reduced barrier to deeper immersion. Readopting the

ARI questionnaire also allowed the ratings for each version of

the app to be compared to previous apps adopting the same

questionnaire. This is shown in Figure 6 and reveals that app

4a© scored similarly to both versions of app 3© in terms of

the ARI immersion levels of engagement and engrossment,

only scoring lower in respect of the highest level of total

immersion. The subsequent app would examine the extent to

which this is the result of using AR, as well as where some

features of the real environment did not necessarily fit with

the story.

4.3. Conducting a curated user study

4.3.1. App 5©

The previous apps had all been tested remotely at a variety

of participant locations. In spite of a number of confounding

variables that this could give rise to, conducting these studies

under the conditions such a final product was intended for use,

did allow improvements to be made based on user feedback, and

comparing ratings to each app through the ARI questionnaire.

The previous app 4a© incorporating an outdoor walk between

real world locations, was reworked into a new app and story

designed for use at a single pre-determined location, that of

the Queen Mary University of London (QMUL) campus. This

allowed a more controlled experimented using the new app to

be conducted. The use of a location known in advance allowed

some further changes to be made, such as the audio tailored to

fit the walk between particular sites, fitting the walking distance

and common occurrences observed along the route, as well as

selecting virtual models that were more aligned with the physical

surroundings. This curated study offered all participants the
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TABLE 3 Internal consistency using Cronbach’s alpha, of each of the study measures adopted across all 3 versions of app 4©, and the single version

of app 5©.

App code and associated user study

Questionnaire factor
4© 5©

Scale reliability Mean score and sd Scale reliability Mean score and sd

ITQ - Tendency to
α = 0.69 M = 5.24, SD= 0.79 α = 0.63 M = 5.24, SD= 0.81

maintain focus (6 items)

ITQ - Tendency to
α = 0.56 M = 4.78, SD= 0.89 α = 0.63 M = 4.80, SD= 0.93

become involved (5 items)

ITQ - Tendency for emotional
α = 0.66 M = 5.01, SD= 1.09 α = 0.50 M = 4.91, SD= 0.94

engagement (4 items)

NTS - Level of emotional
α = 0.71 M = 3.32, SD= 1.12 α = 0.58 M = 4.67, SD= 0.89

Involvement (5 items)

NTS - Level of story
α = 0.27 M = 3.99, SD= 1.06 α = 0.33 M = 3.71, SD= 1.03

immersion (3 items)

NTS - Level of mental
α = 0.84 M = 4.50, SD= 1.60 α = 0.81 M = 5.57, SD= 1.12

immersion (2 items)

ARI - Interest rating
α = 0.83 M = 5.24, SD= 1.29 α = 0.92 M = 6.01, SD= 0.95

(4 items)

ARI - Usability rating
α = N/A M = 4.97, SD= 1.69 α = N/A M = 5.37, SD= 1.39

(1 item)

ARI - Emotional attachment
α = 0.85 M = 4.22, SD= 1.49 α = 0.75 M = 5.67, SD= 1.05

rating (3 items)

ARI - Focused attention
α = 0.77 M = 4.40, SD= 1.37 α = 0.61 M = 5.50, SD= 0.96

rating (3 items)

ARI - Presence rating
α = 0.90 M = 3.25, SD= 1.55 α = 0.77 M = 4.95, SD= 1.22

(4 items)

ARI - Flow rating
α = 0.69 M = 3.85, SD= 1.29 α = 0.76 M = 4.81, SD= 1.18

(3 items)

Here the ARI usability factor was limited to a single question given the additional questions about the app usability answered at each story site visited.

use of a single mobile device, with only a couple of people

expressing a preference for using their personal phones that

they felt more comfortable with. Some users appreciated the

opportunity to ask questions before starting the study given a

researcher was present, this appeared to aid on-boarding for

users who were unfamiliar with the AR technology, and put

them at ease. The same validated questionnaires were adopted

from the previous study and completed within the app, alongside

the same bespoke questions rated after the AR interaction at

each story site, concerning its enjoyability, usability, and users’

desire to continue. The presence of a researcher also allowed

more detailed feedback to be collected after participants had

completed the app, though there was a risk that they may have

felt less inclined to leave negative comments when providing face

to face feedback in this way. Example gameplay from app 5© is

shown in Figure 5.

Table 3 shows a comparison of the questionnaires’ internal

consistency scores using Cronbach’s alpha, for apps 4© and

5©, which demonstrates the similarity between the remote

and curated data collection measures in this regard. It again

highlights the issue with the story immersion factor of the

NTS, related to the difference in the way users’ surroundings

contribute to their experience of the story compared to a literary

narrative. Developing a new questionnaire would require a new

factor analysis to validate it for such experiences, based on

the issues identified in adopting immersion and engagement

questionnaires from other fields of study. Additional data in

the study with app 5©, came from the opportunity to observe

some participants taking part. This highlighted differences in

some individuals’ ease of navigating using the on-screen map

of the campus. Some users walked a significant distance before

realizing they were heading in the wrong direction, at which

point they were out of sync with the recorded audio track, which

directly referenced the surroundings they should have been

seeing. The use of a known location also allowed virtual objects

to be used that more closely matched the surroundings, whilst

also increasing the possibility of magic moments, by referencing

common activities observed at each story site. These differences
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FIGURE 5

App 5© gameplay o�ers a site-specific handheld AR experience adopting many of the same elements from app 4a©, but designed for use only on

the QMUL campus. All participants experienced the same app, which also tested a variety of interactions with di�erent sizes and complexity of

virtual objects overlaid on users’ surroundings, to further investigate which rated more enjoyable and easy to use.

from app 4a©, which had been designed for use at a variety of

locations, contributed to the higher NTS emotional involvement

factor rating, with feedback expressing that users were excited

to overlay virtual content where it directly aligned with their

surroundings, even when there was little subsequent interaction

offered with the virtual objects.

Another effective use of AR in app 5© was when users

entered a virtual cabin full of objects they could interact with,

similar to the virtual room environment offered in app 3©,

though this time offering a view out of the cabin windows

onto the real world environment around them. Feedback in

the previous AR apps highlighted the need to make any virtual

content placed using AR detailed enough that it both offered a

reward for the walk involved to reach it, while also allowing it to

be examined or interacted with in a way that encouraged the user

to build new meaning in respect of the story. The cabin full of

other virtual objects to inspect appeared to successfully offer this

more than some of the lone objects placed. Several participants

with only limited knowledge of the campus location before

using the app 5©, left feedback regarding their appreciation

of exploring the location and being shown hidden areas they

had not seen before. This connects to some of the feedback

from the remote studies, where users expressed a desire to

see parts of their local neighborhood they were not familiar

with, particularly if data regarding their historical or social

significance could be captured and included in the story in

some way.

Users’ ARI andNTS factor scores for app 5© and the previous

studies adopting the same questionnaires are shown in Figures 6,

7. The data was non-parametric in most cases, influencing the

choice of statistical tests used. A Kruskal-Wallis test investigated

the difference between the ratings for each app. Only the NTS

story immersion factor did not vary significantly between the

versions of app 4© and app 5©, with the caveat mentioned earlier

that the internal consistency of this factor was too low to offer

any meaningful information. NTS mental immersion appeared

to vary significantly (χ2 = 12.9, p< 0.01), with the apps intended

for use at home, 4b© and 4c©, scoring significantly lower than both

version 4a© (r = 0.26) and the site-specific app 5© (r = 0.36).

NTS emotional involvement also showed a difference (χ2 =

34.7, p < 0.001), with app 5© scoring significantly higher than

both the walking version 4a© (r = 0.37), as well as the home

versions of the previous app (r = 0.50 - 4b© and r = 0.65 - 4c©).

Performing a similar analysis for the ARI immersion levels, app

5© rated highest for engagement alongside the home handheld

VR story offered in app 3© (χ2 = 14.3, p = 0.01). In terms of

the next level of immersion namely engrossment, apps 3©, 4a©

and 5©, all scored significantly higher than the other apps (χ2 =
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FIGURE 6

User ratings for the six ARI questionnaire factors grouped in pairs according to Brown and Cairns three levels of increasing immersion, namely

engagement (A), engrossment (B), and total immersion (C). The scores are shown for all the app’s tested that measured user immersion using

the ARI.

FIGURE 7

User ratings for the three NTS factors for the di�erent versions of apps 4© and 5© that adopted it to rate users’ engagement with the story. The

three factors of the NTS relate to a user’s level of emotional engagement (A), their immersion in the story (B), and their level of mental

immersion in the events (C).

33.2, p < 0.001). For the highest immersion level of ARI total

immersion, apps 3© and 5© rated similarly, but a significant

difference (χ2 = 36.7, p < 0.001) was found with respect to

all three versions of app 4© though with varying effect sizes (r

= 0.24 - 4a©, r = 0.51 - 4b© and r = 0.54 - 4c©). Apps 4a© and

5© also demonstrated evidence of a correlation between users’

ITQ scores, and their immersion in the apps rated according to

Brown and Cairns’ three immersion levels using the ARI. The

ARI immersion scores similarly showed evidence of correlating

with users’ appreciation of walking for recreation as rated in the

pre-questionnaire. The difference in immersion scores between

apps 4a© and 5©, therefore, only differed significantly for the

ARI questionnaire’s total immersion level, observed with a small

effect size, as well as the NTS emotional involvement score,

observed with a medium effect size. This suggests that relating

the story to the features of a known location in app 5©, was most

effective in enhancing users’ sense of emotional involvement,

presence, and flow associated with these factors.

5. Discussion

This section provides a discussion of the lessons learned

from adopting a Design Research Method, to create an

immersive story experience that could be used at a variety of

locations. This was done through the development of several

user studies that each tested a new app, revising the testing

procedure adopted in each case. This research direction was

partly informed by the pandemic restrictions in place at the time,

though the easing of these restrictions later allowed the results

to be compared against a similar app designed for a known

location. Testing the five apps created as part of this research

also gave rise to new research directions that have the potential

to further improve the user experience.

5.1. Performing robust remote studies
and collecting su�cient quality data

• Issues arising around the early stage testing of a new user

experience.

The first two preliminary versions of the app suffered

from several significant issues in both the app design

and their testing, which limited users’ ability to deeply

engage with them. This included excess walking between

the selected story sites as a result of the chosen map API,

such that the audio tracks were commonly too short for

the walk involved. Some participants also reported feeling

that the excess questions asked after each site visit took

them out of the story. Some of these issues could have

been revealed by more extensive pilot testing, including a

direct comparison of a range of map APIs across a greater

variety of locations. Some of these issues also highlighted
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the benefit of conducting remote studies, since such an

issue would not necessarily become evident from a study

conducted at a single location. These early studies also

matched prior research in highlighting the lack of validated

questionnaires specifically suited to such AR experiences

(Kim et al., 2018), with a benefit also observed in reusing

the same tools across subsequent iterations, such that the

ratings could be directly compared as was later achieved

using the ARI questionnaire.

• Remote studies benefited from comparing different versions

of the same app.

Following the study with app 1©, all subsequent remote

studies used a between subjects approach to compare

several versions of each app, with users randomly assigned

to each version. This method of direct comparison offered

benefits for such remote studies, where the ability to collect

sufficient data about all aspects of the user experience is

more challenging, and did not allow the level of detail to

be collected that would typically form part of a Design

Research Methodology (Blessing et al., 2009). Most of the

user studies conducted adopted a mixed methods study

approach that was successful in allowing several aspects

of each app to be tested concurrently, though the limited

sample size testing each version made it hard to make

conclusions in some cases, due to the limited number of

users in certain test sub groups.

• The use of remote and curated studies to support each other.

Central to the testing of such an app designed for use at

the user’s choice of location, was the observation that both

remote and curated studies could be used in conjunction

with each other to offer useful insights. Agreeing with

prior research, the reliance on questionnaires and feedback

alone as part of a remote user study will struggle to

offer a suitably detailed picture of the user experience,

given the various issues that could be missed or not

reported (Lehman et al., 2020). The curated study with app

5© produced more detailed feedback through participant

conversations with a researcher after the experience, as

well as revealing additional issues when participants could

be observed taking part. However, the remote studies did

offer important feedback regarding how the app functioned

across a variety of locations that could be challenging to

implement later following purely lab based experiments,

this offering a reverse methodology to most AR studies

which tend to be curated (Dey et al., 2018). This approach

also enabled the more refined curated experience of app

5© to highlight the specific benefits of a site-specific

experience, which further research could aim to generalize

to one made for use at a variety of locations.

• Remote studies offer a wider reach.

Making each remote study available on a study

recruitment website like Prolific and social media did make

it available to a wider range of demographics, which agrees

with similar research published in this regard (Ratcliffe

et al., 2021). However, there was still less uptake from older

users and those with significant previous AR experience,

with it also proving challenging to recruit those who did

not necessarily enjoy walking for recreation to take part in

such an outdoor study. The curated study data from app 5©

did not appear to differ significantly from that collected in

the remote study with app 4©, agreeing with earlier findings

as part of a VR experience, that remote and curated study

data would largely agree provided hardware variations

were minimized and participants pre-screened (Zhao et al.,

2021). Social media recruitment proved more challenging

than on a site like Prolific, with some users recruited in

this way more expectant of testing a polished product,

with some also turned off by the request to complete

questionnaires that they felt interrupted their experience

while taking part.

• Constraints to make sure remote studies are completed

appropriately.

Recruiting on Prolific demonstrated the need to

implement additional checks to make sure that instructions

had been followed and each study completed as intended,

as far as this was possible. User feedback suggested this was

partly in response to the offer of reimbursement for taking

part in a study that sounded interesting and had limited

places available. Extra checks performed involved collecting

users’ model of phone used, and limiting the number of

times that a story site was triggered without being at the

exact GPS location, this feature implemented to still allow

for map errors or unexpected real world issues, while was

making sure users had engaged in an outdoor walk. Prolific

would benefit from making some changes in this respect

to the way studies are presented to its users, so that any

bespoke requirements can be more clearly displayed on the

listing, or requiring participants to confirm they satisfy each

requirement before being able to enlist. Such checks would

also benefit from being part of the app itself, given the

additional cognitive loads that may be offered by a user’s

location that is not a suitable size or too cluttered (Shin

et al., 2019).

• Offering appropriate levels of on-boarding.

Conducting the curated study with app 5© provided

greater insight into some users’ unease about adopting

handheld AR, based on their desire to ask several

questions to the researcher before starting the study.

This was not possible in the remote studies were

instructions were provided when users signed up, as

well as through in-app instructions, and on-boarding.

This aimed to be implemented seamlessly within the first

chapter of the story, often acting as a tutorial involving

the guided placing and interaction with one or more

virtual objects through AR. This was done most openly

in app 3©, where the first chapter guided users through
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interaction in each of the three different interaction

types. However, the same app further highlighted the

challenge in offering sufficient on-boarding for a wide

range of users, where several individuals reported failing

to become comfortable with the hand gesture interactions

after only this tutorial. This contributed to such gestures

not being pursued in later studies, with related research

also highlighting the challenges in accurately identifying

gestures most users will feel comfortable with, alongside

the potential for such embodied interaction to lead

to a more immersive experience (Slater et al., 1998;

Gračanin, 2018). Such effects as part of a remote study

also risk the prevalence of a novelty factor, and users

being less open to engaging more deeply with a story

(Raybourn et al., 2019).

• Precautions to protect participants’ safety and privacy.

Alongside the careful design of the on-boarding phase,

it was necessary to include reminders that users take

care when using AR in public, due to the various risks

posed by roads and pedestrians, which have also been

highlighted in related literature (Serino et al., 2016). There

was evidence that the offer of a financial reward for

taking part sometimes encouraged users to attempt it

even in poor weather conditions, with one participant

reporting their concern at being asked to follow an uphill

route on an icy day. Warnings for such unexpected

occurrences need to be included, with the added effect

that low light levels would inadvertently affect the quality

of user experience, tied to reduced SLAM AR tracking

performance. Recording the time of day a study is

completed therefore offered an additional statistic in

deciding whether a user’s data was retained. Some users also

expressed concern about the collection of their personal

data, with it proving important to classify that their

exact GPS position was not recorded as part of any of

the studies.

• Missing important issues in remote studies.

The use of remote studies was effective in highlighting

the significant issues with each app design, such as those

related to excess walking and difficulty to place virtual

models in app 1©. However, these findings highlighted

that most participants only chose to report a couple of

the most significant issues experienced when submitting

their feedback. In this respect, participants through the

Prolific portal tended to submit less detailed feedback

than those recruited through university mailing lists and

those more aware of academic research. One possible

feature to trial would be the use of an onscreen button to

report details of an issue when one arose, similar to the

button that allowed users to trigger the story to continue

manually, which asked them for a short description of why

they could not access the intended GPS location when it

was used.

5.2. O�ering users an immersive
handheld AR outdoor story experience

• Selecting appropriate virtual objects and placing them in the

real world.

The curated study with app 5© demonstrated users’

appreciation when the virtual objects overlaid aligned

with users’ surroundings, even above offering a significant

interaction with them. This aligns with various previous

location-based experiences, that suggested greater

immersion and mental imagery occurred when a story

was experienced at a location with at least a matching

atmosphere (Karapanos et al., 2012; Packer et al., 2017).

Currently, this is much more challenging to achieve in

an app that can be used at a variety of locations, though

there are potential areas for further research in this regard.

Approaches could be to ask users to select the most

appropriate 3D model to place from a range of differently

styled versions of the same object. Machine learning

imaging techniques may also offer the potential to identify

relevant features of a location through the camera view,

which could then be used to present appropriate virtual

content according to the surroundings. A related approach

has also been seen in TransformMR, to replace real world

objects with virtual ones according to the physical object’s

pose and movement, the virtual object also in-line with the

experience’s theme (Kari et al., 2021).

• Placing and interacting with virtual content.

The use of large virtual objects overlaid on users’

surroundings caused a barrier to immersion in app 1©,

from being hard to place accurately and interact with,

due to significant occlusion and SLAM tracking errors

as users moved closer to them. This arose from them

needing to be placed at a significant distance from the

user, to fully observe them within the limited phone

camera field of view. Conversely, users appreciated the

task of finding suitable positions for smaller sized models,

that matched their described location in the story. In

this way, users were guided to generate meaning from

each object, relating back to ideas in Merleau-Ponty’s

phenomenology of perception (Merleau-Ponty and Landes,

2012). Generating meaning can also be found in creating

different opportunities for pretend play that has been linked

to the choice of story, theming, framing, and opportunities

for role-play (Deterding, 2016). The most effective use of

virtual objects reported with each app was either when they

were closely aligned with the user’s surroundings or were

sufficiently detailed to allow their inspection which could

lead to new connections being made with the story. This

was particularly effective in the case of placing a virtual

environment users could move inside of, which allowed the

user to explore another section of the story world as in apps

3© and 5©.
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• Accounting for different users.

Different users’ levels of engagement and immersion

appeared to show evidence of a connection to their

immersive tendency measured through the ITQ, as well

as users’ predilection toward walking. Larger sample size

would be required to examine such relationships in greater

detail. App 5© also revealed users’ varying abilities to

navigate easily using a map, which caused some users to

miss parts of the story as they took time to find their

bearings. These are all areas for improvement in order to

offer deeper immersion for a wider range of users, though

questions remain over the degree to which those who do

not enjoy walking would appreciate a story told in this way.

The alternative approach suggested by app 3©was that such

users may prefer to take part from home with the story

instead told through handheld VR, given the issues caused

in app 4© when the virtual objects appeared out of place

alongside the users’ surroundings. Further possibilities to

test include reducing the area within which the story sites

are selected for these users, aiding navigation through the

use of AR markers, a photo-realistic map, the option to

replay audio once a user knows the direction to move,

or delivering the audio in parts according to their GPS

position as they trigger points along the correct path.

• The benefits of using audio to aid immersion.

Users reported that the use of audio including spatial

sound effects was of particular benefit in blending the

story world alongside the real world, particularly when the

audio directly referenced real world features in app 5©,

or generated a sense of ambiguity from closely matching

unrelated events happening around them. The effective

use of audio has been shown to aid immersion in various

digital media experiences (Ekman et al., 2005; Dyson,

2009). Limits to immersion also came from the use of

TTS in the first few apps, which is necessary for the story

text to be modified in real-time to include local place

names. Users also desired that the audio be crafted to

last the length of the walk to the next story site, acting

as an additional indication they had arrived, as well as

providing a more continuous experience. Offering this

when the distance between locations varies is a significant

area for further research, with the additional desire that

map landmarks detected along the user’s walking route,

could also be incorporated into the story events described

as the user passes them. This connects to the research

fields of procedural text generation and Natural Language

Processing (NLP).

• Offering opportunities for magic moments to occur.

The occurrence of magic moments where users

perceived the story as synchronizing with their

surroundings, formed significant moments of high

immersion for those users who experienced them. Such

moments were significantly easier to generate at the known

location of app 5©, matching research suggesting such

moments can be feigned if enough is known about a

location (Reid, 2008). Several participants reported being

willing to accept the inclusion of lots of random details,

to raise the probability such moments would occur. Again

image recognition techniques through a user’s camera

might offer an improved way to generate such moments

based on recognizing local features or objects.

5.3. Additional areas for further study

• Developing appropriate research tools for handheld AR

experiences.

Testing a variety of immersion questionnaires from

related fields highlighted the need for questionnaires more

appropriate to such experiences, due to the varying internal

consistency of some of the factors, and others that did not

make sense applied to such an experience. This is supported

by a systematic review of current research in the area of AR,

which found it lags behind the tools available for VR (Kim

et al., 2018).While the ARI questionnaire offered ameasure

of immersion adapted from Brown and Cairns’ immersion

model, questions remain about whether terms like flow

should be modified in relation to a pervasive AR experience

(Jegers and Wiberg, 2006). Appropriate tools would also

benefit by having a measure of users’ transportation by the

story, in addition to the immersion offered through the

mediating AR device, since the two operate in tandem in

such an experience. The NTS was found to be limited in

its current form designed for use primarily with literary

stories. Further research would also account for potential

variations between different users’ experiences, that could

be used to better personalize an experience. Some evidence

toward this was suggested here by the ITQ (a questionnaire

only currently validated for VR), with prior work having

looked at personalising narrative video games according to

the player (de Lima et al., 2018).

• Improving the immersion offered with such an AR

storytelling app.

All five apps failed to offer a high level of total

immersion as rated by the ARI and connected with a

user experiencing both a sense of presence and flow

while taking part. While questions remain over the

effectiveness of these questionnaire factors for such an

experience, user feedback highlighted several areas where

the apps could have been further improved. These include

offering more embodied forms of interaction, which users

found enjoyable in app 3© but was not continued due

to the greater on-boarding requirements. The benefits

of multimodal interaction including haptics form much

ongoing research, in terms of the potential benefits of

offering an interaction that more closely matches reality
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(Hecht et al., 2005). The current apps were also limited

by a linear story, with several users expressing a desire

for a greater agency for their actions to influence the

events, this relates back to Murray’s suggestion that any

new storytelling medium must successfully offer a balance

of immersion, agency and user transformation (Murray,

1998). Additionally, there are several approaches that have

the potential to deliver virtual objects more appropriately

for users’ surroundings, including new techniques to match

the lighting of composited virtual content to that of an

environment’s ambient lighting, which could deepen users’

immersion in the AR world, through the objects feeling

more like they truly exist (LeGendre et al., 2019).

6. Conclusion

A series of remotely tested mobile applications were studied

as part of a Design Research Methodology, in order to offer

users a handheld AR immersive story, that they could use at

their own choice of outdoor location during ongoing pandemic

restrictions. The results were compared against a curated

site-specific experience, contributing to an overall reverse

methodology to much work in the area, and suggesting ways

that remote and curated studies could support each other when

developing an experience suitable for a variety of locations.

The research considered various aspects to ensure that any

remotely collected data is admissible, given various ways a user

could deviate from the study guidelines, or be influenced by

external confounding effects. Suggested further directions are

also outlined based on potentially reducing the barriers to deeper

immersion for a wider range of users, through improved on-

boarding and user navigation, as well as better relating virtual

content and the story to the users’ surroundings. Conducting

both remote and curated AR studies has the potential to better

account for the limitations each study approach offers when

used in isolation. However, better evaluation tools for such

experiences require development, due to the lack of current tools

available and challenges in adopting questionnaires from related

fields. The results presented aim to support ongoing research

to offer new AR story experiences that can be experienced

anywhere, whilst also reducing the current challenges for

designers to transpose site-specific experiences to a new location,

as well as encouraging new audiences who may prefer to take

part closer to home.
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